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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Patterns help to shape the world in everyday situations. One 

of these patterns that society has failed to recognize over the years, 

however, is the reconstruction of the physical characteristics of 

certain cartoon characters, for example, Mickey Mouse. When Walt 

Disney first introduced Mickey to the public, Mickey was a sneaky, 

conniving, gutsy and mischievous little creature. He wore shorts 

with no shirt. The spindliness of his arms and legs was accentuated 

by his wearing short pants and short sleeved shirts. His head was 

represented as a circle with appended ears, and an oblong snout 

protruded from his face. In short, Mickey Mouse was not the well- 

behaved character known on the screen today.

Just like the visible characteristics of humans, animals’ 

physical characteristics mirror their personalities. With Mickey 

Mouse’s skinny arms and legs and protruding nose, his outward 

appearance gave audiences the notion that he was the sneaky, 

mischievous character he portrayed. Just as some characteristics 

show the rough side of a creature, so, too, do other characteristics 

show the soft side of creatures. In one of his articles, Konrad 

Lorenz argues that humans use the characteristic differences of 

form between babies and adults as important behavioral cues (Gould 

1992, p. 101). He points out, "When we see a living creature with 

babyish features, we feel an automatic surge of disarming 

tenderness” (Gould 1992, p. 101). This statement is, in fact, true in 

animals as well. Human beings, just by nature, are fooled by
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an evolved response to babies, and there is transfer of this reaction 

to the same set of features in other animals.

In time, Mickey Mouse began to change ever so slightly. For 

example, Disney artists gave Mickey the shorter, pudgier legs of 

youth. They lowered his pant line to cover his legs, and they put a 

baggy outfit on him to give him a more juvenile look. As time passed 

Mickey's arms and legs thickened out, and his head grew larger. In 

fact, all of his features became more youthful. The actual length of 

his nose has remained unchanged, but the protrusion was slightly 

hidden by pronounced thickening and upward pointing. Finally, his 

ears were moved back on his head, increasing the distance between 

his nose and ears, and giving him a rounded rather than a sloping 

forehead. This gave Mickey Mouse a more childish physical 

appearance, which was more appealing to the audiences. Mickey 

Mouse, with his softer, more juvenile appearance is just one of the 

patterns this world holds.

The focus of this paper is a presentation of patterns that occur 

in the world in which we live and how they are explained in 

mathematics. The major pattern is that of the Fibonacci sequence, 

which was first discovered by Leonardo Pisano. A brief history of 

Leonardo (Fibonacci) will precede topics such as the equiangular 

spiral, naturally occurring patterns, the golden proportion and the 

golden ratio. Next is a short introduction to Blaise Pascal and how 

the Fibonacci sequence fits into his famous Pascal’s Triangle.

Finally, fractals will be discussed along with background knowledge 

of Benoit Mandelbrot, the newest mathematician of his time.
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All of the topics covered in this paper will pertain to patterns 

of some kind, but an interesting example of patterns in science, 

biology, and mathematics are the Fibonacci numbers. The uses of 

Fibonacci numbers are numerous, but in the pages to follow, only a 

few discoveries of the Fibonacci numbers will be discussed in great 

detail. It is almost impossible to imagine the significance of such a 

clever pattern of numbers until research has been done and notes 

have been put together to form what will be bound in book form and 

called Fibonacci Numbers: Lurking Happily Ever After.



CHAPTER 2

FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND THE RABBIT PROBLEM

In 1170, a man was born in Pisa, Italy. His name was 

simply Leonardo, but since he was born in the town of Pisa,

* natives called him Leonardo Pisano, which is Leonardo of Pisa

in English. (Some books list his name as Leonardo Pisano 

Bigollo, but there is no reason given.) However, biographers 

have said that when Leonardo began writing books about 

mathematics, he nicknamed himself "Fibonacci" for writing 

purposes. This is a practice similar to that of Mark Twain, 

whose real name was Samuel Clemens. Although "Fibonacci" 

refers to his descent from an ancestor named Filius Bonaccio, 

the nickname is actually of modern origin, and there is no 

factual evidence that he was ever known as Fibonacci in his 

own time.

Fibonacci wrote a book entitled Liber Abaci, which is 

"Book of the Abacus" or "Book of Calculating." This book was 

the first European work on Indian and Arabian mathematics. 

When Liber Abaci first appeared, Hindu-Arabic numerals were 

known to only a few European intellectuals, and this book was 

very influential in introducing Arabic numerals into Western 

culture.

Not much is known of Fibonacci's life beyond the few 

facts given in his mathematical writings. During boyhood, 

Fibonacci’s father Guglielmo, a Pisan merchant, was appointed 

chief magistrate over the other merchants in the North African

4
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port of Bugia. Leonardo soon joined him. His father sent him 

to study calculation with an Arab master, and Fibonacci in the 

Liber Abaci later described his enjoyment in learning "the art 

of the nine Indian figures." He explained his notation by 

observing that "the nine Indian figures are: 98765432 

1. Fibonacci’s theory was this: with these nine figures, and 

with the symbol 0. . . any number may be written” (Academic 

American Encyclopedia 1992).

Lynn A. Steen writes in the book, For All Practical Purposes, a 

short autobiographical sketch from the Liber Abaci:

I joined my father after his assignment by his homeland 
Pisa as an officer in the customhouse located at Bugia 
[Algeria] for the Pisan merchants who were often there.
He had me marvelously instructed in the Arabic-Hindu 
numerals and calculation. I enjoyed so much the 
instruction that I later continued to study mathematics 
while on business trips to Egypt, Syria, Greece, Sicily, and 
Provence and there enjoyed discussions and disputations 
with the scholars of those places. (Steen 1991, p. 478)

In 1228, Fibonacci revised his own Liber Abaci, and there 

is no record of him again until 1240, when Pisa granted him an 

annuity of 20 pounds, along with expenses, for services to the 

city. The date of his death is still unknown.

• With the exception of his role in spreading the use of the

Hindu-Arabic numerals, his contribution to mathematics has 

been largely overlooked. If his name is widely known to 

modern mathematicians, it is primarily because of the 

sequence of numbers derived from a well-known story problem 

which appeared in the Liber Abaci:
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A certain man put a pair of rabbits in a place surrounded 
on all sides by a wall. How many pairs of rabbits can be 
produced from that pair in a year if it is supposed that 
every month each pair breeds a new pair which from the 
second month on becomes productive?

The problem can easily be solved by drawing a picture 

beginning with the original pair of rabbits in the first month 

of the year (See Figure 1). In February, that pair of rabbits 

will have produced a pair of babies.

Figure 1.
Breeding pattern of rabbits for four months. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonaccis. p. 3.)

By March, the original pair of rabbits will have produced 

their second pair of babies, but the first pair of babies will 

have only matured. Now, there are six rabbits or three pairs of
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rabbits. In April, the original parents have another new pair of 

babies, the first pair will have produced their first pair of 

babies, and the second pair will have only matured. As the 

drawing continues on, and the rabbits continue breeding pairs 

of rabbits, eventually the numbers become increasingly 

unmanageable. Only half a year later, 13 pairs of rabbits will 

have bred. A numerical count of the rabbit pairs each month, 

however, is what reveals the pattern by which the original 

story problem can be solved (See Table 1).

Table 1.
Tally of Rabbits By Month,

MONTH
NUMBER OF
PAIRS OF 

BABIES

NUMBER OF PAIRS

OF ADULTS

TOTAL
NUMBER

OF PAIRS

1 -January 0 1 1
1 -February 1 1 2
1 -March 1 2 3
1 -April 2 3 5
1 -May 3 5 8
1 -June 5 8 1 3
1 -July 8 1 3 21
1-August 1 3 21 34
1-September 21 34 55
1 -October 34 55 89
1-November 55 89 144
1-December 89 1 44 233
1 -January 1 44 233 377
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It is not the complete tally of rabbit pairs, but rather the 

patterns created as the rabbits increase that distinguish the 

sequence. Three patterns result from this breeding pattern of 

rabbits.

The number of pairs of adults demonstrates the sequence 

for which Fibonacci is famous. Fibonacci's work on this 

sequence is the first recording of this infinite sequence, and 

has come to be known as the Fibonacci Sequence, made up of 

Fibonacci numbers (Engelberg 1987, p. 3). However, in the 

number of pairs of babies, the sequence begins with zero and 

then begins the Fibonacci Sequence. Finally, in the total 

number of pairs of rabbits from January to December, the first 

two numbers are the second and third in Fibonacci's sequence.

It is with numerous uses, then, that this sequence can be 

utilized. Here are the first 10 Fibonacci numbers: 1, 1,2, 3, 5, 

8, 13, 21, 34, 55.

Fibonacci numbers have been defined. Now, Fibonacci 

ratios can be defined: any Fibonacci number divided by another 

Fibonacci number-usually adjacent in the sequence (but not 

necessarily). The smaller number is typically in the 

numerator. Here are some examples: 5/8, 8/13, 3/8, 13/21, 

8/5. A detailed discussion and application of this aspect of 

the sequence will be presented later.

Although real rabbits certainly do not breed as the ones 

in Fibonacci’s story problem do, the sequence itself does occur 

naturally in many, many other contexts of nature. As Trudi
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Hammel Garland, author of Fascinating Fibonaccis. points out, 

“Indeed, Fibonacci numbers and ratios appear to be lurking 

happily ever after all over the place, just waiting to be 

discovered” (Engelberg 1987, p. 5).



CHAPTER 3

FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND THE EQUIANGULAR SPIRAL

One of the most interesting and common examples of the 

Fibonacci sequence is the equiangular spiral. Beginning with a

1- unit square, another 1-unit square is then attached. Next, a

2- unit square is attached to those two 1-unit squares as 

shown below. Continuing on, a 3-unit square is then added 

where it fits appropriately, and so on (See Figure 2).

Figure 2
Golden rectangles used to construct an equiangular spiral. 
(Courtesy of Fascinating Fibonacci's, p. 15 and For All 
Practical Purposes, p. 482.)

10
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This process develops into an approximation of a beautiful 

spiral known as the logarithmic or equiangular spiral (See 

Figure 3).

Figure 3-
• Equiangular Spiral (Courtesy of Marvin Weber, Carroll College

Computer Lab.)

The equiangular spiral can be described as a long, slow 

spiral, one of the most appealing of mathematical curves. This 

spiral is not the average, evenly spaced spiral similar to that 

of a phonograph record or compact disc and known as an 

Archimedean spiral (See Figure 4). Rather the basis of the 

equiangular spiral is of “building blocks” whose dimensions 

are successive terms in the Fibonacci sequence. The term 

“equiangular” is appropriate because all of the radii from the
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spiral's center intersect at exactly the same angle (Huntley 

1970, p. 168).

Figure 4.
Archimedean Spiral. (Graph by Marvin Weber, courtesy of 
Mathematics computer software. Carroll College Computer 
Lab.)

One of the most clear and visible examples of an 

equiangular spiral is the nautilus shell. This sea creature is 

found in the South Pacific and Indian Oceans. It has a spiral, 

chambered shell that glistens on the inside. As a nautilus 

grows, it is inevitably true that the chamber in which it lives 

must become larger in order to accommodate its increased
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size, yet the shell must stay relatively the same shape in 

order to fit the contour of the creature's body. A picture of a 

nautilus shell is illustrated (See Figure 5).

Figure 5.
A cross section of a chambered nautilus shell.

Again, as the shell gets larger, the radii get larger, but the 

angles of intersection between the radii and the outer shell 

remain the same. If the shell is divided into cross sections, 

the chambers will be similarly shaped but each successive one 

is larger. But with each new chamber, the animal builds only 

according to the Fibonacci sequence, in an ever-increasing 

equiangular spiral. Just as the nautilus follows a pattern in 

the Fibonacci sequence, so, too, do other objects in nature.
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FIBONACCI NUMBERS AND NATURALLY OCCURRING PATTERNS

As mentioned earlier, Fibonacci ratios are prevalent in 

naturally occurring growth patterns. One instance of a 

Fibonacci ratio is in phyllotaxis. Phyllotaxis is a botanical 

term for the arrangement of leaves on the stems of plants. 

Plants have a unique pattern of growing. First of all, they 

grow in a circular motion as the plant reaches to the sky for 

sunlight and air. In reaching to the sky, the plant also 

elongates itself. Each plant begins with one stem. As the 

stem grows toward the sky in a circular pattern, it produces 

leaves at certain intervals, however, not on every rotation, 

because if leaves grew one on top of each other all the way to 

the top, each leaf would prevent the lower leaves from 

receiving the necessary elements such as sunlight and ground 

water to survive.

In phyllotaxis, it appears that leaves generate after 2/5 

of a circle around the stem, or after 3/5, 3/8, 8/13, 5/13, or 

other similar patterns of growth. These are phyllotactic 

ratios, and they are ratios of Fibonacci numbers.

• If p denotes the number of turns the helix makes and q

denotes the number of leaves passed (not including the first 

leaf), then p/q is a fraction characteristic of the plant (See 

Figure 6). Both the numerator and denominator of this fraction 

are Fibonacci numbers (Huntley 1970, p. 162).

14
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Figure 6.
Phyllotaxis. (Courtesy of The Divine Proportion, p. 160.)

This fraction represents the leaf divergence in the plant. Leaf 

"divergence" is the technical term used to describe the angular 

separation of two successive leaf bases on the stem as 

measured by a helix drawn from the root of the plant upwards 

to its growing point (Huntley 1970, p. 161). The helix that is 

drawn will pass through each leaf until it reaches one 

complete rotation around the stem of the plant.

Ironically, each ratio of leaf divergence tends to be a 

member of the series of Fibonacci ratios. An interesting point 

to make here is that botanists’ observations in leaf divergence 

are not purely mathematical. Actually, the attention goes to 

the fact that all the members of each round in the stem lie 

between 1/2 and 1/3, so that each successive leaf is
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separated by at least 1/3 of the stem’s circumference. This 

spacing ensures maximum illumination and air for each 

particular leaf. H.E. Licks, from The Divine Proportion states 

that, as a general rule, divergences for various plants can be 

arranged (See Table 2).

Table 2
Leaf Divergence for Various Plants.

PLANTS DIVERGENCE

Common Grasses 1 /2
Sedges 1 /3

Fruit Trees (apple) 2/5
Plantains 3/8

Leeks 5/1 3

Another connection that organic life has with Fibonacci 

numbers is found in the number of branches produced on the 

stem of a plant as it develops. For example, a Sneezewort 

(Achillea Ptarmica), like most other plants, branches with 

time. It begins with one original stem. This stem then 

branches into two. Of these two branches, only one branches 

again, while the other delays its branching (See Figure 7).
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Figure 7
The Sneezewort {Achillea ptarmica). (Illustration taken from 
The Divine Proportion, page 163.)

Figure 7 shows a clear example of the Sneezewort in its 

growing process. This process Is repeated each time branching 

occurs; each time one branches and the other delays. As the 

plant grows, dissection of equal intervals in a horizontal 

direction would make evident the number of branches at that 

particular time. With time, the numbers in sequential order at 

each interval would produce the Fibonacci numbers in 

sequence. The older the plant is, the more Fibonacci numbers 

produced.

It is difficult to find perfect plants, since the growth 

process is subject to stressful environmental influences such 

as the sun, the wind, the pollution in the air, and so on.

However, in a perfect plant, the number of leaves would be one 

Fibonacci number behind the count of total branches at each 

particular interval. This process is an ideal situation because
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of the stressful environmental factors intervening in the 

growth process.

Many flowers also display Fibonacci numbers and ratios 

not only in their branching and leaf divergence, but also in the 

number of petals. For example, most daisies have 13, 21, or 34 

petals to each flower. Although some flowers almost always 

show the same number of petals, others display a strong 

tendency toward a specific number. Again, in a daisy, there 

are some 13-petaled varieties that also generate flowers in 

the 11- to 15-petal range (Engelberg 1987, p. 12). There are 

millions of different flowers with various numbers of petals 

in our world (See Table 3).

Table 3
Flowers and Their Petals,

FLOWER NUMBER OF PETALS

Enchanter’s Nightshade 2
Iris, Lily 3
Primrose 5

Delphiniums 8
Ragwort 1 3

Black-Eyed Susan 21
Field Daisies 34

African Daisies 55
Michaelmas Daisies 89
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The fern is another plant having Fibonacci patterns of 

growth. It grows from a single stem. However, the fern 

doesn't necessarily branch out. The fern grows with time from 

the ground up, and in a similar pattern as that of the Fibonacci 

spiral mentioned above. The stem of the plant grows upward,

• as any plant would, so as to get closer to the sun and the air,

while the leaves of the fern circulate to open up in a spiral 

pattern. The spiral begins closed, but as the fern grows, the 

spiral opens up. In a similar yet reversed situation, there is 

the poinsettia leaf (See Figure 8). The leaf begins to close 

inward as it starts dying. When the leaf is closed, the top of it 

begins to curl under, forming the spiral. Therefore the fern in 

a very young stage of life, just beginning to grow upward, is 

almost identical to that of a poinsettia leaf in its dying 

stages.

Figure
A fern and a dying poinsettia leaf. (Courtesy of Fascinating 
Fi.hpng..ccjls., p. 31.)

DYING
POINSETTIA LEAF
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Another example of Fibonacci numbers appearing in 

nature is the family tree of a drone bee. The egg in which a 

male bee is developed is unfertilized, whereas the female's 

egg is fertilized. Therefore a male bee has only a mother. The 

genealogy of a drone bee can be represented symbolically (See 

Figure 9). If a female is produced, the parentage always 

branches into two, but the male does not (Engelberg 1987, p. 

13).

Figure 9.
Genealogy of a drone bee. (Illustration taken from The Divine 
Proportion, p. 160.)



CHAPTER 5

FIBONACCI AND THE GOLDEN PROPORTION

Fibonacci numbers and ratios have had a curious 

influence on art and architecture for quite some time. There is 

a visibly charming quality to these numbers and their 

relationships to each other that has appealed to most humans’ 

sense of beauty since the beginnings of recorded history 

(Engelberg 1987, p. 19). Many people favor a rectangular shape 

that is not too long, not too short, not too skinny, and not too 

fat. It lies between a square and a double square; it is not 

exactly in the middle, but closer to the double square 

(Engelberg 1987, p. 20) This rectangle has come to be known 

as the golden rectangle. It has sides which are in what is 

called the golden proportion or golden ratio.

There is a relationship that exists between the two sides 

of a golden rectangle: the small side is to the large side as the 

large side is to the sum of both of the sides. Another notable 

characteristic is that if a square is cut away from one end of a 

golden rectangle, the remaining rectangle has the golden 

proportion as well (See Figure 10). And if a square is cut 

away from the smaller rectangle, the rectangle remaining is 

also golden.

21
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Figure 10.
Golden rectangles within golden rectangles.

-

The geometric origin and mathematical properties of the 

golden ratio were investigated many centuries ago. In Euclid’s 

Book II of The Elements, he wrote of investigations concerning 

the golden ratio. A problem concerning finding the golden 

section of a straight line, also solved in Book II of The 

Elements, reads as follows:

To cut a given straight line so that the rectangle contained 
by the whole and one of the segments is equal to the 
square on the remaining segment.

Line AB is of length I. It is divided into two segments by the 

point C. The lengths of AC and CB are a and b respectively.

If C is a point such that l:a as a:b, C is the "golden section" of 

AB (Huntley 1970, p. 25) (See Figure 11).
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Figure 11.
The golden section and its proportions. (Courtesy of The Divine. 
Proportion, p. 25.)

DL_ 9
j
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HISTORY OF THE GOLDEN RATIO

Historical facts are interesting concerning the golden 

ratio. The Great Pyramid of Gizeh in Egypt is the earliest 

known example of the golden ratio in art or architecture. This 

pyramid was built in approximately 2600 B.C. Each triangular

• side of the pyramid is believed to be a golden rectangle that

has been cut along a diagonal and rejoined along the long sides. 

Golden rectangles have also been found in ancient Athens and 

many other parts of the world. Today, we have in all parts of 

the world, homes built on the basis of golden proportions: 

doors, windows, steps, sidewalk sections.

Given the lengths I and w, the Greeks devised a very 

simple geometric construction with compass and straightedge 

to produce a segment of length s and then a square with sides 

of length s. The construction begins with a single line 

segment (See Figure 12).
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Figure 12.
Geometric construction (Courtesy of Geometry, p. 301.)

gtep 1 Construct a unit square AECD.

Step 2 Construct the midpoint of side AD. Using 
M. as center and radius MC, draw an arc 
which intersects AD at point E.

B F
Step 3 Construct EF ± AE and complete the

Golden Rectangle ABFE. /

A H—J

A point on that line segment divides it into two pieces, so that 

the larger piece is the mean proportional between the whole

• segment and the smaller piece. Point C divides segment AB

into the Golden Ratio: AC/CB=AB/AC.

The ancient Greeks were obsessive about the golden 

ratio, as they thought it essential for their ideas of beauty in 

architecture and structure. An example is the Parthenon which 

is a building of Greek architecture, as seen in Figure 13, and
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was built in the 5th century B. C. This building was 

constructed almost entirely using the golden ratio. One of the 

more fascinating golden rectangle usages in the construction 

of the building is the bands of sculpture that run above the 

pillars of the edifice. The Parthenon still stands, although

• worn from nature’s activities, and golden proportions are quite

visible.

Figure ..12-
The Parthenon of ancient Greece. (Courtesy of The Divine 
Proportion, p. 63.)

The golden ratio is used for artistic purposes to enhance 

• the beauty of the artwork. One of the modern French

impressionists was G. Caillebotte (1848-1894) who used the 

golden ratio in his painting of Paris, A Rainy Day (1877). 

Another even more famous artist was Leonardo da Vinci, who 

used the golden ratio in his drawing of Head of an Old Man 

(Steen 1991, p. 481) (See Figure 14). Most artists use the
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shape of a rectangle, and, in fact, psychological research 

indicates that the human eye prefers rectangles with shapes 

close to that of the golden rectangle, which is a rectangle 

whose sides are in the golden ratio (Steen 1991, p. 481).

Figure-!,4-
Artwork using golden proportions.
(a) Paris, A Rainy Day (b) Head of an Old Man
(Courtesy of For All Practical Purposes, p. 481.)

(b)

'k
L J-

- Jy
V
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PHI AND THE GOLDEN RATIO

It was suggested in the early days of this century that 

the Greek letter 0 (Phi), which is the initial letter of Phidias's 

name, should be adopted to designate the golden ratio. 

Therefore, this Greek letter is called Phi , and is denoted by 

the common ratio as follows:

0 = AC/CB = (AC+CB)/AC = AC/AC + CB/AC
0 - AC/CB = 1 + CB/AC and CB/AC = 1/0
0 = 1+ 1/0 solve for 0
02 = 0 + 1 or 02 - 0 - 1 = 0 or ax2 + bx + c = 0

where x takes the place of 0 and a = 1, b = -1, and c = -1. The 

quadratic formula is as follows to get two solutions:
X= -b +- sqrtfb^ - 4ac)

2a
[x(or 0) = (1 + sqrt5)/2] and [x(or 0) = (1 - sqrt5)/2]

x (or 0) = 1.618034 and x (or 0’) = -0.6188034

Because the second answer does not give a positive 

number, it cannot be a solution to the original problem about 

ratios of line segments. A negative root is meaningless since 

x is a positive distance. In fact, the negative solution for 0 

turns out to be the negative reciprocal of 0, which means 0 *

0’ = -1. Phi is unique in this property: it is the only number, 

which, when diminished by one, becomes its own reciprocal 

(Huntley 1970, p. 48).

It is the first solution, then, which gives what has come 

to be known as the “Golden Ratio.” For example, in a regular
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pentagon, which is a five-sided figure with all sides being 

equal, 0 is the ratio of a diagonal to one of the sides. The 

point of intersection of any two diagonals divides each into 

the golden ratio.

If the decimal equivalents of Fibonacci ratios are listed 

(See Table 4), another characteristic is evident: as the ratios 

get larger, the limit approaches 1.618034. . . (which is denoted 

as 0); but as the Fibonacci ratios get smaller, and less than 

one, they approach 0.618034. . . (Huntley 1970, p. 47).

Table 4.
Fibonacci Ratios Reaching Their Limit.

Ratios less than 1 Ratios greater than 1

1 /1 =1.000000 (-) 1/1 = 1.000000 (-)
2/3 =0.666666 (+) 3/2 =1.500000 (-)
3/5 =0.600000 (-) 5/3 = 1.666666 (+)
5/8 =0.625000 (+) 8/5 = 1.600000 (-)
8/1 3 =1.615384 (-) 13/8 = 1.625000 (+)

13/21 =0.619047 (+) 21/1 3 = 1.615384 (-)
21/34 =0.617647 (-) 34/21 = 1.619047 (+)
34/55 =0.618181 (+) 55/34 = 1.617647 (-)
55/89 =0.617977 (-) 89/55 = 1.618181 (+)
89/144 =0.618055 (+) 144/89 = 1.617977 (-)
144/233 =0.618025 (-) 233/144 = 1.618055 (+)
233/377 =0.618037 (+) 377/233 =1.618025 (-)

The values continually alternate between being a 

little greater than and a little less than the exact value of 0. 

For ex ample, 8/13 is close to 0, but 13/21 is still closer, and 

34/55 is still closer, and so on.
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THE GOLDEN RATIO AND THE HUMAN BODY

All people have their own personal golden rectangles 

available to them. One of these rectangles appears when the 

index finger is folded into the palm of the hand (See Figure 15).

Figure 15.
Personal golden rectangle of the human hand. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonacci’s, p. 61.)

From the third knuckle to the second knuckle is the length of 

the rectangle, and from the second knuckle to the first knuckle 

is the width of the rectangle. The human eye then fills in the 

rest of the figure. In fact, the entire human body can be 

divided into golden proportions. A study done by architect 

LeCorbusier showed how the navel separates the entire body 

into golden proportions; the neck further divides the upper 

portion, and the knee divides the lower portion (See Figure 16).
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Figure 16.
LeCorbusier’s division of the human body. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonacci's, page 60.)

One unique aspect of the human hand is that it fits 

precisely into a golden rectangle. A hand is set on a piece of 

paper, and, beginning at the wrist, a line is drawn. With the 

thumb spread out and the fingers relaxed, the width is the 

stretch of the pinky finger to the thumb, and the stretch from 

the heel to the tip of the longest finger is the length of the 

rectangle (See Figure 17).
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Figure 17.
The golden proportions of the human hand. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonacci's, page 61.)

_B = C 
C B + C

A = B
B A + B

As Figure 17 illustrates, if variables are assigned to knuckles 

on each finger, an equation can be set up as to the proportion 

of the hand: A is the variable for the knuckle on the tip of the

finger, 3 to the next knuckle down, C to the next, and D to the 

last.

There are many other aspects of nature directly related 

to the golden proportion and golden rectangles. One aspect of 

the golden proportion is the ratio from which the proportion 

stems, and following is a discussion of the golden ratio and 

how it is utilized in the world we live in.
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NATURE AND THE GOLDEN RATIO

A facet of nature in everyday life concerning the golden 

proportion is that of a clock. The numbers on the face of a 

clock go around in a circle to the right. If the clock reads 

10:10, or 8:20, the eye sees a golden rectangle (See Figure 18). 

The entire rectangle is not visibly complete, but the eye fills 

in the portions missing.

Figure 18.
Golden rectangles at times of day on the clock. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonaccis. p. 64)

Other golden rectangles worth mentioning include some 

stamps, some crosses, some game boards, some credit cards, 

some bank cards, and driver’s licences. For instance, the 

modern game of Monopoly clearly shows some golden 

rectangles. Specifically, each of the two sets of cards, 

"Chance Cards" and "Treasure Chest" cards, are individually 

golden.
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A violin is also constructed in a golden rectangular form 

(See Figure 19).

Figure 19.
Golden proportions of a violin. (Courtesy of Fascinating 
Fibonacci's, p. 63).

The body of the instrument has an intersection of two lines 

which would be used as the golden point, or the middle, on the 

violin. From this point, a golden rectangle can be formed.

Some intriguing facets of nature are visibly golden. For 

example, a chicken egg can easily fit into a golden rectangle. 

Some sea shells can also be sectioned off to fit into golden 

ratios. Evergreen trees, such as the Norwegian spruce, grow in 

the shape of golden rectangles. And the principal veining of 

some leaves shape to form into golden proportions (See Figure 

20).
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Figure 20.
Veining of leaves with their golden proportions. (Courtesy of 
Fascinating Fibonacci’s, p. 30.)

One of the more interesting uses of the golden ratio is 

that of the alphabet of early history. Geometrically, the 

proportions were golden, but with today's technology and 

various writing patterns there is a variety of sizes and styles 

of writing (See Figure 21).

Figure .21-
Block letters of the alphabet in golden rectangles.
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Many strides have been made in mathematics throughout 

the past, and some of the well-known mathematicians have 

discovered interesting facets of nature. Fibonacci, for 

instance, found various naturally occurring phenomena in his 

time, and many of those discoveries are just recently being 

studied. However, one mathematician who has made a 

tremendous impact on the field of mathematics is Blaise 

Pascal.



CHAPTER 6

PASCAL’S TRIANGLE AND THE FIBONACCI NUMBERS

Blaise Pascal, born in Clermont, France, on June 19,

1623, was a French mathematician, scientist, and philosopher. 

His mother died when he was three, and his father, Etienne, 

gave up his post as magistrate and moved to Paris where he 

could be with his three children, Gilberte, Blaise, and 

Jacqueline. Blaise never went to school, but was educated by 

his father who belonged to an intellectual group with such 

members as Rene Descartes, Pierre de Fermat, and Gilles de 

Roberval.

In 1654, Blaise Pascal corresponded with Fermat over 

the rules governing games of chance, and out of this exchange 

of ideas came the arithmetical triangle, Pascal's Triangle. 

Knowledge of the triangle, however, can be traced back to 

about 1100 A.D. in China and Persia. (The Incredible Pascal's 

Triangle, p. 2) Pascal discovered many properties within the 

triangle and published Traite du Triangle Arithmetique, which 

was published in 1665. It is for this accomplishment of 

Pascal's in writing that the triangle has been awarded his 

name.

Pascal's triangle is an arrangement of numbers which can 

be used to calculate binomial coefficients. It is made up of 

the sum of each two adjacent numbers in the triangle placed on 

one line, with their sum on the next line where it would appear 

between them (See Figure 22).

37
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Figure 22.
Pascal’s Triangle. (Courtesy of Marvin Weber, Carroll College 
Computer Lab.)

1

1 l

12 1

13 3 1

1 4 6 4 1

1 5 10 10 5 1

Pascal first used the triangle to find coefficients in 

binomial expansions, (a + b)n. and also to solve for combination 

problems. If the left side of the triangle is straightened out, 

and the rows labeled successively by n = 0, 1, 2, . . . and the 

columns labeled r = 0, 1, 2, . . . a statistical combination can 

be defined as C(n,r), or nCr, where nCr denotes the number of 

different combinations of n distinct objects considered by a 

count of r at a time.

Pascal found many numerical relationships within the 

• triangle, and he noted them. Here are a few: the sum of the

numbers in the nth row is 2n; the sum of all the numbers above 

the nth row is 2n-1; the sum of the numbers in any diagonal is 

the number southwest of the last number included; if n is a 

prime number, n is a factor of all the numbers in the nth row 

except the 1's at the ends (Huntley 1970, p. 133). However, one
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aspect of the triangle for the sake of this paper is that it also 

contains the Fibonacci series.

Figure 23.
Fibonacci numbers hidden in Pascal’s Triangle. (Compliments 
of Marvin Weber of Carroll College Computer Lab.)

Pascal's triangle lines up from the top, and it generates 

numbers through the triangle. The true diagonals, beginning 

with the 1's on the left hand side of the triangle, produce the

• first nine Fibonacci numbers by taking the sums of the

numbers in each sequential diagonal. The diagonal will go 

through the 1's on the right hand side of the triangle, but there 

will also be a diagonal between each of the 1's on the right

hand side (See Figure 23).
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Simply by analyzing the triangle, Leonardo may have just 

happened to stumble upon the Fibonacci numbers, but there is 

no evidence for or against this. It is not known if Fibonacci 

had already found his sequence of numbers before Pascal’s 

Triangle was circulated.

There have been numerous mathematicians throughout 

the past centuries, and Fibonacci and Pascal are known as two 

of the greats. One of more recent mathematicians, however, is 

Benoit B. Mandelbrot, who has been noted as discovering a 

significant pattern of repetition.



CHAPTER 7

MANDELBROT'S FRACTALS AND THE FIBONACCI NUMBERS

Benoit B. Mandelbrot was born in 1924 in Warsaw, Poland. 

Mandelbrot has held various outstanding positions throughout 

his lifetime: he was an IBM Fellow at the IBM Thomas J. Watson 

Research Center; Abraham Robinson Adjunct Professor of 

Mathematical Sciences at Yale University; Fellow of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences; Foreign Associate of 

the U. S. National Academy of Sciences.

Benoit B. Mandelbrot is a modern-day mathematician, but 

he is not just another mathematician. With the knowledge he 

has put to use, he has enabled students and professors to 

utilize sight in mathematics. It is more concrete to learn 

anything if various senses are used, and with mathematics, it 

is better understood if the figure or the set of numbers is seen 

in form.

Mandelbrot is known in many books as the “Father of 

Fractals.” His discovery of fractal geometry provides both a 

description and a mathematical model for many of the complex 

forms and patterns in nature and the sciences. Knowledge of 

fractals has blossomed enormously in the past few years and 

has helped reconnect pure mathematics research with both 

natural sciences and computing. As Mandelbrot writes in his 

book, The Fractal Geometry of Nature. “Computer graphics has 

played an essential role both in its development and rapidly 

growing popularity. Fractal geometry now plays an important

41
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role in the rendering, modelling and animation of natural 

phenomena and fantastic shapes in computer graphics” 

(Mandelbrot 1988, p. v). Mandelbrot has given mathematicians 

all over the world a new look at dimensions, and has provided 

pictures of higher degrees which never could have been 

possible without computers.

Mandelbrot has enlightened many intellects by showing 

the mathematics not just by numbers, but with pictures. 

Mandelbrot has also put computers far beyond what most 

thought was possible. He has shown dimensions of numerous 

degrees, which was once thought impossible. As with 

Fibonacci and Pascal, Mandelbrot has discovered many 

intriguing facets of mathematics.

The following relates to the material of growing plants 

from earlier discussion. The way plants grow is similar to 

that of the rate of a Fibonacci sequence, but because the 

pattern of growing repeats itself in the growing of these 

plants, they are called "fractals."

Many natural forms, despite their irregular appearance, 

share a remarkable feature from which a new geometry has 

been named. In 1975, Benoit B. Mandelbrot penned the word 

fractal as a label for irregular and, as he introduced the term- 

- self-similar shapes-which are simply enlarged or reduced 

replicas of each other. The term "fractal" stems from a Latin 

verb frangere, which means "to break." For instance, the 

Romans used frangere to describe the breaking of a stone. The
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term is also derived from the action combining two properties 

of broken stones, irregularity and fragmentation.

Fractals and fractions, then, are related in one sense 

that each term describes a partial of the whole. However, they 

are related more in another sense: that each term represents a 

number or space that lies between integers or whole numbers. 

Fractions are symbols of numbers used to represent a part of a 

whole. However, fractals have three parameters. The first 

parameter is length; the second is "fractal dimension" and the 

third is "chance." Clouds, mountains, and trees contain an 

extraordinarily widespread type of structure in nature. They 

hold their irregularity in an orderly fashion, and they can be 

drawn in fractal form.

Clouds keep their unique appearance whether seen from 

the ground or the window of an airplane. Rock fragments 

appear similar to that of the mountain from which they came. 

And twigs often branch in the same pattern seen at the trunk 

of that same tree. Elm trees, for example, have two branches 

coming out of every fork. As trees grow, they branch from the 

original stem into two branches. Then, as each branch grows 

and forks into two more branches, those branches in turn also 

branch out into two more branches, and so on. An elm tree is 

an excellent example of a fractal. At any branch on the tree, a 

fractal can be found (See Figure 25). This repetition not only 

occurs in trees, but also in flowering plants. As mentioned 

before, the branching pattern of some flowers is the same as
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the pattern that is discussed here. Therefore, these plants 

would also carry the term fractal when describing them.

Figure 25.
An elm tree with its repeated pattern evident.

AMERICAN ELM

The examples above do not have very smooth boundaries.

In addition, zooming in for a closer view does not smooth out 

the irregularities. The objects actually show the original 

degree of roughness, only shown at different magnification. In 

his book, The Mathematical Tourist. Ivars Peterson writes, 

“Mandelbrot, the first person to recognize how widespread this 

type of structure is in nature, introduced the term self

similar to describe such objects and features” (Peterson 1988, 

p. 114)
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Actually, clouds, mountains, and trees are all less rigid 

in view when further away, and as the eye gets closer, or 

zooms in, these figures appear much more rigid, yet still 

remain in the same amount of space.

Many aspects of nature have this idea of an object 

repeating itself. One such object was analyzed by a Swedish 

mathematician, Helge von Koch. He took the theory of Fractal 

Geometry, founded by Mandelbrot, and expanded it to form his 

own creation. Koch created an intriguing but disturbing curve 

that could zigzag infinitely. The Koch, or "snowflake," curve 

originated as an equilateral triangle. He then added an 

equilateral triangle 1/3 the size of the original to the middle 

of each side of the triangle. The six-sided star consisted of 

12 segments, each segment the same length, and the length of 

its outer edge is 4/3 that of the original triangle's perimeter. 

In the next stage, another triangle was added to the middle of 

each side for a total of 12 additional triangles (48 sides)--and 

continuing on in the same manner, a snowflake appeared. The 

whole process consisted of endlessly adding smaller and 

smaller triangles to every new side on ever finer scales. This 

process led to the finished product of the Koch snowflake (See 

Figure 26).
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Figure 26.
The Koch snowflake. (Courtesy of The Mathematical Tourist, p. 
117.)

One of the unique aspects of the snowflake is that no 

matter how many new sides produce new triangles, use 

"infinitely many” for example, the area bounded by the outside 

of the snowflake is 8/5 that of the original triangle. (Notice 

that 8/5 is a Fibonacci ratio.) The length of the distance 

between any two points is infinite, yet the curve itself bounds 

a finite area not much larger than the area of the original 

equilateral triangle.

These fractals can also be drawn inward in a reversed 

fashion. Begin with the same equilateral triangle and remove 

successively smaller triangles step by step (See Figure 27). 

This same idea of adding and subtracting smaller pieces also 

works for squares or any other polygon, not only in two
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dimensions, but also three dimensionally where the segments 

would be cut in three dimensions as well. Again, the surface 

area is infinite, but the figure itself bounds a finite volume 

(Peterson 1988, p. 117). The number of segments becomes 

limitless.

Figure 27.
Equilateral triangles drawn as the fractal removes successive 
pieces of the triangles. (Courtesy of The Mathematical 
Tourist, p. 120.)

Fractals have surprising properties, especially in 

contrast to geometric shapes such as spheres, triangles, and 

lines. Objects have dimensions expressed in whole numbers; 

for example, a hilly fractal scene can lie somewhere between 

the 2nd and 3rd dimension; a landscape with fractal 

dimensions close to two may show a huge hill with tiny 

projecting bumps similar to a dimension of three; yet an 

example of three dimensions would feature a rough surface 

with many medium-size hills and a few large hills. In short, 

the higher the dimension of the fractal, the greater the number
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of repetitions, and the greater the fractal complexity. 

Generally, fractal geometry fills in the spaces between whole 

number dimensions.

A map of a rugged coastline illustrates another property 

of fractals. Finer and finer scales reveal more and more detail 

and lead to longer and longer coastline lengths. For example, 

the east coast of the United States looks like a fairly smooth 

line on a world globe. The line probably stretches somewhere 

between 2,000 and 3,000 miles long. This same coastline on 

an atlas page, that shows only the United States would look 

much more ragged with the addition of capes and bays. The 

line now stretches somewhere between 4,000 and 5,000 miles. 

Still, piecing together detailed navigational charts to create a 

giant coastal map reveals an incredibly complex curve that 

may stretch now between 10,000 and 12,000 miles long. If a 

person were walking along this same coastline, staying within 

a step of the water's edge, that person would travel more than 

15,000 miles to complete the trip. And an ant, still on the 

East Coast shoreline, taking the exact expedition, traveling 

within one ant step away from water, might go 30,000 miles. 

As the travelers get smaller and smaller, traveling closer and 

closer to shoreline, the mileage increases tremendously. 

Therefore, one consequence of self-similarity is that the 

simple notion of length no longer provides an adequate measure 

of size. Because it zigzags so much, the true length of a 

fractal coastline is infinite, and it grows without bound, yet 

the area increases only slightly (Mandelbrot 1983, p. 26).
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Mandelbrot, like Pascal and Fibonacci, is an incredible 

mathematician. What he has done for mathematics is 

invaluable. Who could have imagined that there are dimensions 

in between the first and second, between the second and third, 

etc.? Mathematics will never be the same again.



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION

The world in which we live is a world of patterns. There 

• are many types of patterns, from the cartoon character of

Mickey Mouse to the reproductive patterns of rabbits. While 

analyzing the simple, we search for patterns that will lead us 

to some kind of solution to the more abstract problem.

Mathematics has been well known as a means for solving 

problems. Many types of problem-solving techniques are being 

taught, but it is with patterns that we search to find the 

answers. The Fibonacci Sequence, tested by Leonardo Pisano, 

is one way to illustrate patterns, and many patterns dealing 

with Fibonacci numbers have been presented in this paper.

When the writer first began to research the topic of 

patterns, the information available seemed overwhelming. But 

as the writer narrowed the topic down to one specific pattern, 

a whole new world unfolded. For the writer, the beauty of the 

patterns discussed in this paper is that its applications apply 

to both the mathematician and non-mathematician alike.
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